CONTRACTOR NOTIFICATION SIGNS

Contractor Notification Signs (also known as Project Designation Signs) are required on all projects regardless of the location or duration of time on the project.

- **SIZE:** 2’ x 4’ sign with all of the required information as called out on the detail below. A 2’ x 2’ sign may be acceptable IF all the required information fits and font is large/legible enough where anyone can clearly read without having to exit their vehicle.

- **Background Colors:** WHITE or ORANGE background with BLACK lettering.

- **Utility Company:** Name and phone number of the utility that is being installed.

- **Contractor:** Name and 24/7 phone number who obtained the permit to perform work.
  - Sub-contractor name is not acceptable… Address not required…

- Signs must be posted 48 hours in advance on larger projects. Notices in writing to all home/business owners are still required a minimum 48 hours in advance (door hangers, letters, etc…).

**SIGN SPECIFICATION**

![Diagram of sign specification](image)

**EXAMPLES**

- [Example 1](image)
- [Example 2](image)
Place on either end of crew....

OR place sign at each entry/exit to neighborhood